
Tandem ReMaster
uses open space

above the cutting line.
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The new Tandem-ReMaster from German-based company HEGLA is a
space saving automatic horizontal storage system for remnant plates,
which are inevitable in the cutting process. This article provides just a
few examples of how HEGLA can tailor customers’ cutting process to
be more efficient and productive.
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y using the Tandem-
ReMaster, one no longer has
to suffer manual unloading

and loading of remnants. Accord-
ingly, partial damage of glass can be
avoided and the utilization of material
waste can be improved. In addition,
the efficiency of the cutting machine
is improved significantly. 

Even in the basic standard model,
an automatic loader and unloader of
remnants during the cutting and breakout
process is available.

At the same time, the ReMaster can be used
as sub-plate contribution system and act as the
basis for sub-plate-oriented cutting. As such, the
ReMaster is an integral part of a compact auto-
matic sorting system.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE CUTTING LINES FOR
FLOAT GLASS WITH REMASTER

The Tandem-ReMaster is ideal for high per-
formance glass cutting. The system itself is a
high output float application machine for stor-
ing and introducing sub-plates to the production
flow. The integrated use of the space-saving

dynamic glass buffer Tandem ReMaster allows
optimal utilization of sub-plates with reduced
material costs.

The Tandem ReMaster System is an inline
process that works in combination with X
breakout to avoid the disruption of production.
The automatic re-use of sub-plates ensures  that
glass is not damaged due to unnecessary
unloading on standard cutting solutions.

The Tandem ReMaster has two lift and place
positions that work in combination to load and
unload sub-plates in one movement.

High-capacity cutting lines for the cutting 
of float glass feature a high degree of automa-

Lifting and transport frame
above the automatic X/Y-
breakout station
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tion, short cycle-times and maximum ma-
terial utilization.

The Tandem-ReMaster is an in-line float
application machine especially suitable to satis-
fy high output requirements. The Re-Master lift-
ing mechanism is situated above the X-breakout
station. After the final X cross cut is broken, the
resulting sub-plate is lifted above the conveyor
and positioned into a storage frame above the
cutting table which contains up to 25 positions. 

This sub-plate can then be used as the first
sheet of the next run of this substance. If this
resulting sub-plate is a soft coat, for example, a
shelf-life time (safe working time for the pro-
duct after exposure to air) can be applied at the
moment the sub-plate is positioned in the stor-
age frame. This obviously offers far greater
product control. To prepare an optimised run,
for example 10 millimetres float, a sub-plate is
chosen that may be 3 x 3 metres. It is optimized
as the first sheet of the run and the subsequent
plates would be 6 x 3 metres. The resulting sub-
plate from this run is simply lifted and stored
above the cutting table and so on. 

ADVANTAGES
The most important issue, however, is that

remnants are automatically locked in and out
of the cutting and breakout process. At the
same time that the already-cut glass plate is
automatically transported to the breakout sta-
tion, the pre-selected and already-prepared
remnant is transferred.

The HEGLA software system can lock sub-
plates for production, reserve them for product-
ion or be programmed to use them freely for
remakes, etc. Because the glass is lifted directly
from the conveyor and positioned back on the
cutting table, production is continuous and the 6
x 3 loading system’s cycle is not interrupted. 

With the HEGLA range, the customer can
adapt his cutting to increased demands. The
space saving compact storage system provides
for a large number of glass types within limit-
ed space. The portal crane can supply a contin-
uous flow of glass for one or several cutting
lines. The heart of the cutting line is the
HEGLA shape cutting machine OPTIMAX
with integrated edge-deletion. The automatic
X- and X/Y-breakout station allows for even
greater performance.  ■
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